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Sports: Top teams vie cloesly as MLB enters second half of season 
Page 6 
ON THE INSIDE: 
Covering the campus like a 
swarm of gnats 
Today's Weather 
Partly cloudy 
with a high of 
93°F and a low 
of71°F. 
Opinions 
Volume 75, No. 14 
www.stp.gasou.edu 
• Adain Brady salutes the marvels 
of the modern world. 
• Tim Prizer urges us to be aware 
of our local history. 
Page 4 
Sports 
] '• Beloved baseball legend Ted 
s Williams died last Friday at the 
f age of 84. 
C Page 6 
Featuns 
I      '] 
• Checkout an in-depth interview 
with hard rock band Mad At 
£ Gravity, straight from the Loco 
Bazooka festival in Hardeeville, 
SC. 
i 
!    • 
Page 8 
■M Arts 
&FMtertnmmPM 
• Some movie-goers are indeed 
1
   disappointed in Adam Sandier's 
latest comedy 'Mr. Deeds.' 
Page 7 
iSouthern 
Events 
WINGS 
• Summer grades will be 
pasted on WINGS Wednesday. 
Julv 24. 
BOTANICAL GARDENS 
• Plant Conservation 
Camp for rising 6th,7th and 
8th graders, July 23 - 25. 
Postage stamps cost three cents more 
By Michelle Flournoy 
mil21 @ hotmail.com 
The 3-cent stamp increase that 
took effect on June 30 may not be 
enough to bring the United States 
postal service out of debt. 
When the threat of anthrax at- 
tacks via mail loomed in the air last 
year, the already struggling postal 
service lost nearly $1.6 billion. 
"Clearly the postal service's fi- 
nancial situation has deteriorated," 
said Jerry Kreienkamp, a media rela- 
tions representative for the U.S. 
Postal Service. 
Kreienkamp added that the num- 
ber of addresses the postal service 
delivers to increases daily and stated 
that the postal service delivers to 
nearly 1.7 million addresses each 
year. The revenue that the post of- 
fice takes in decreases as the number 
of addresses increase. 
"The post office does not get tax 
support," Kreienkamp said. "We are 
supposed to be self supporting and 
break even." 
According to Krieinkamp, the 
primary cause of the postal service's 
struggle is a decrease in volume. 
Declines in advertising-related 
mail—due to the nation's economic 
problems associated with September 
11—account for 60 percent of the 
downfall. Postal workers must travel 
the same route whether or not all of 
the addresses are receiving mail. 
"What we're sending o.ut seems 
to be a little less, but I have not seen 
a significant decrease in volume," 
said Keith Daniel, GSU' s director of 
Postal Services, 
"There was definitely an increase 
in volume the day before the stamp 
increase," Daniel added. 
Daniel assumed that customers 
See Stamps, Page 5 
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POSTAGE CRAMP: The price of standard-rate stamps officially increased by three cents June 30 in an effort 
to alleviate debts incurred by the U.S. Post Office. , 
New scholarship 
honors former 
department chair 
G-A News Service 
The former chair of Georgia 
Southern University's Communica- 
tions Arts Department, Clarence 
McCord, may have left the Univer- 
sity 17 years ago, but he hasn't been 
forgotten. 
McCord is the honoree of a new 
scholarship established in his name 
for communications arts students. 
"He really developed the modern 
Communication Arts department here 
at Georgia Southern," said Hal 
Fulmer, current chair of the depart- 
ment. "It was his vision to have an 
integrated curriculum where students 
in one area of communication had to 
take courses in another area. 
"It's an idea that's still in place 
today and makes our Communica- 
tion Arts degree both very unique and 
very strong." 
McCord served on the Georgia 
Southern faculty from 1963 to 1966 
as an assistant professor. After a two- . 
year hiatus to obtain his Ph.D. from 
Louisiana State University, he re- 
turned to Georgia Southern and served 
as the chair of the Communications 
Arts Department from 1969 to 1985. 
After again leaving Georgia 
Southern, McCord worked for the 
Hong Kong Baptist College and the 
Hong Kong Baptist Communications 
Center in a variety of roles until his 
retirement in 1998. He currently re- 
sides in Louisiana. 
"What I am most proud of is the 
beginning of the innovative degree 
programs,which I developed in 1970," 
McCord said. "It was at that time that 
we developed the B.S. in speech with 
emphases in public relations, com- 
munity and recreational 
See McCord, Page 5 
Construction continues to change landscape along Fair Rd. 
By Doug Kidd 
doug_kidd@hotmail.com 
Construction along Fair Road 
and Highway 67 is going as sched- 
uled, according to state Department 
of Transportation officials. 
The $4.6 million project is ex- 
pected to be completed by the end 
of the year, keeping with the origi- 
nal 18-month contract. Work to 
build two lanes of traffic and side- 
walks across from East Georgia 
Regional Medical Center has been 
in progress since last summer. 
"Although unforeseen events 
arise that may cause delays, we do 
not anticipate any delays at this 
time," said DOT spokesman Jason 
Hendley. 
Traffic in the area is expected to 
increase 50 percent in the next ten 
years, and along with it will be 
i!||S!jli 
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See Construction, Page 5 
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Chris Walker/ STAFF 
MEASURED PROGRESS: Both road and commercial construction continues on Highway 67, more 
popularly known as Fair Rd., as the city prepares for an upswing in population. The road plans call for more lanes 
and sidewalks that will accomodate anticipated increases in traffic. 
Bush cites recent scandals, calls for 
new ethics in corporate business 
Associated Press 
NEW YORK - President Bush 
sought to shore up financial markets 
and restore investor confidence Tues- 
day by proposing to crack down on 
corporate criminals and calling for a 
"new ethic of personal responsibil- 
ity" among business leaders. 
Declaring that corporate scandals 
are threatening to undermine capital- 
ism itself, Bush came to Wall Street 
to propose a combination of legal 
steps and voluntary business prac- 
tices that he said would stem a rising 
tide of financial corruption and re- 
build faith in corporate America. 
Bush signed an executive order 
creating what he called a "financial 
crimes SWAT team" under the Jus- 
tice Department. He also called for 
Congress to beef up funds for the 
Securities and Exchange Commis- 
sion and to toughen laws policing 
corporate crime. But most of his pro- 
posals called for companies, execu- 
tives and financial markets to take 
stronger action on their own. 
The president outlined his pro- 
posals in reaction to a string of recent 
financial scandals, led by Enron and 
WorldCom, that have sent stock 
prices plummeting. Financial mar- 
kets registered no cheer at his speech; 
the Dow Jones industrial average 
See Bush, Page 10 
Shryock earns prestigious George H. Shriver Award 
from International Honorary Society in History 
Allison Bennett/STAFF 
HE'S HISTORY: The George 
H. Shriver Award is given annually 
to the graduating senior with a 
B. A. in History who has the highest 
overall average in his or her history 
courses. On July 8,2002, Benjamin 
P. Shryockwas awarded this year's 
George H. Shriver Award, 
presented annually by the Pi Alpha 
chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, the 
International Honorary Society in 
History. This award began in 1992 
at the request of Professor George 
H. Shriver, who taught in the 
History department from 1973- 
1999. 
Shryok will be pursuing his 
Masters degreeatDuke University. 
t) 
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Police Beat 
GSU Police Report 
7-7-2002 
•A Georgia Southern employee 
reported damage to an interior door 
at Kennedy Hall. 
•A Coca-Cola employee reported 
damage to the Coca-Cola machine 
located at the Sports Complex. 
•Officers issued two citations and 
assisted four motorists. 
7-3-2002 
•A student reported someone re- 
moved the wheels from his bike while 
it was locked at the College of Busi- 
ness Administration bike rack. 
•A Biology employee reported 
the theft of several electronic note- 
books and a projector. 
•Officers issued one citation and 
two warnings and assisted four mo- 
torists. 
7-2-2002 
•Officers issued two warnings. . 
•The following individuals and a 
16-year-old juvenile -were charged 
after fleeing from officers on cam- 
pus: 
•Lakevis R. Tanner, 19, of 1822 
Chandler Road No. 85, Statesboro, 
was charged with obstruction. 
•Jamario K. Wilkinson, 19, of 
1822 Chandler Road No. 85, 
Statesboro, was charged with ob- 
struction. 
$ZQO perV money 
n f matters 
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
Large bedrooms 
Walk-in closets 
Ceiling fans 
Fully-equipped kitchens 
1
 Energy-efficient 
■ W/D Hookups 
1
 Pool, decks, volleyball, 
coin laundry, walk to GSU 
For more information, contact: 
Matt Hodnicki 
912/681-2300 or 531-2300 
Associate Broker . 
Re Realty f=J ffl 
•Kalonji K. Cauley, 18,5 N. River 
St., Claxton, Ga., was charged with 
obstruction. 
7-1-2002 
•A Brannen Hall resident reported 
that a guest took her cell phone. 
The phone was later returned and the 
resident refused to file charges. 
•Officers issued seven warnings 
and two citations and assisted 
three motorists. 
6-27-2002 
•Erin M. Glynn, 19, of 180 Mon- 
arch Drive, Peachtree City, Ga., was 
charged with DUI and failure to main- 
tain lane. 
•A University employee reported 
that the parking gate arm on Georgia 
Avenue malfunctioned and broke a 
power antenna. 
•Officers issued four citations, 
worked one accident and assisted six 
motorists. 
6-26-2002 
•An Interior Design employee re- 
ported two TVs and one VCR miss- 
ing from the Interior Design com- 
plex. 
•Officers issued two warnings and 
one citation and assisted eight mo- 
torists. 
6-25-2002 
•Officers responded to the Biol- 
ogy Building and assisted a sick per- 
son. 
•Officers issued one warning and 
one citation. 
Editor's Note: Police Beat ap- 
pears in every edition of the George- 
Anne in an effort to inform the GSU 
community of the amount and nature 
of crime. All reports are public infor- 
mation and can be obtained at either 
the GSU Division of Public Safety or 
the Statesboro Police Department. 
-All Police Beat 
information is compiled by 
Doug Ridd, News Editor. 
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Sidewalk Sale! 
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Friday, July 12th & 
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from 8:00am - 8:59am 
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XBox, Game Cube 
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College News 
Graduate school-bound women 
get help from diversity program 
EDGE program prepares 
recent graduates with tips 
from an all-female faculty 
KRT Campus 
PHILADELPHIA-Jennifer 
Rowe knew that making the transi- 
tion from a small college in Nash- 
ville, Tenn., to a graduate mathemat- 
ics program at the University of Ken- 
tucky would be tough. 
That is Why she took a detour this 
summer to Bryn Mawr College. 
At Belmont University, said 
Rowe, 22, "I was the only math ma- 
jor out of 400 students" in the gradu- 
ating class. 
Now, she's worried about gradu- 
ate school, where she wants to get the 
doctorate she'll need to become a 
college professor. 
She's hoping that the EDGE pro- 
gram will smooth her path. 
The program-the initials stand 
for Enhancing Diversity in Graduate 
Education- is in its fifth year and has 
helped prepare 50 female students 
like Rowe for the emotional and aca- 
demic rigors of graduate school. 
"They give you the shock now, so 
once you get there it won't be so 
bad," said Rowe, one of 13 candi- 
dates enrolled this summer. 
Higher Level Focus 
The four-week program, which 
ended in late June, focuses on gradu- 
ate-level algebra and math analysis - 
- and discussions with the program's 
alumnae and other female Ph.D.s and 
doctoral candidates.   ■ 
Their gender makes Rowe and 
the other participants a minority. It 
also makes the six-year degree more 
difficult for them to complete, said 
Rhonda Hughes, a Bryn Mawr Col- 
lege professor and program co-de- 
veloper. 
"The environment in graduate 
school is intimidating," Hughes said. 
"If there are not a lot of people you 
can identify with, you may not feel as 
confident." 
Hughes developed the program 
with Sylvia Bozeman, a professor at 
Spelman College in Atlanta. It will 
move to Pomona College in 
Claremont, Calif., next year, and 
KRT Campus 
HARD ONE: Graduate school hopeful Sarah Douthitt ponders a problem 
after class. The four-week program focuses on graduate-level algebra and 
analysis, and particpants talk with program alumnae and other ferfiale 
Ph.D.s and doctoral candidates. 
possibly Spelman after that. 
Most of this year's 13 partici- 
pants, who come from schools such 
as Dillard University in New Or- 
leans and Spelman and Berea Col- 
leges, will start doctorate programs. 
this fall at institutions such as Co- 
lumbia University, Tulane Univer- 
sity, the University of Nebraska and 
Purdue University. 
"Many of the women who come 
from small, liberal-arts colleges are 
every bit as smart as people in gradu- 
ate school," Hughes said. "They just 
need to get themselves ready." 
Boosting Numbers 
Nationwide, women accounted 
for 29 percent of 1,008 math doctor- 
ates awarded by universities for the 
2000-01 academic year, according 
to the American Mathematical Soci- 
ety. 
That was up two percentage points 
from the previous year, when 302 of 
1,119 mathematics doctorates were 
conferred on women. 
The challenge, said sixth-year 
Emory University doctoral candidate 
and EDGE mentor Ulrica Wilson, is 
similar to making the transition from 
high school to college, "except 10 
times more intense." 
"The intensity and atmosphere is 
Learn to fly or go on to The Next Level! 
• New Aircraft 
• Accelerated Courses 
• Structured Programs 
• Personal Attention 
• On-site FAA Testing 
• Financial Aid 
Available 
• Block Rates 
GEORGIA FLIGHT ACADEMY 
Statesboro Airport, Hwy 301 N • Statesboro 
(912) 489-2359 • www.georgiaflight.com Cessna 
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CULTURAL DIVERSITY WEEK 2002 
Will feature 2 major programs on 
Wednesday September 11,2002 
lkOOam-l:00pm: Russell Union Rotunda 
Julie Stoffer from "MTV's Real World New Orleans" hit reality show will visit 
Wednesday, September 11,2002 to depict the "real world" as she now sees it. 
A perspective of a female from Wisconsin 
Who never bmv a gay person or had a friend of a different color 
7:00pm-8:30pm: Russell Union Ballroom 
One Race, One People, One Peace 
Theatrical performance by Chapmyn Spoken Word 
A look at racism, homophobia, and terrorism through monologues and poetic scenes} 
MARK YOUR CALENDARS!! 
significantly different." Wilson 
"You're really on your own. Thc^ 
wait for you to fail and then ask 'you 
to leave. Maybe you'll get feedback, 
maybe you won't." 
Nearly $1 million in grants from' 
foundations pay for room, btfard. 
travetexpenses and materials foretell 
participant. 
Participants received a $2jH)0 
stipend for the month, and they will 
receive $700 in research funds IV 
when they start this fall at thtir 
schools. 
Something New 
"Icame from a small school,"and 
I'm going to a school with a- Gig 
(mathematics) program," said Suu'l 
Douthitt, an EDGE participant 'who j 
in May graduated from Berea Col 
lege, in Berea, Ky. " 
I've seen a lot of topics I have hoi 
seen" in college. 
Alejandra Alvarado, 26, applied 
to the program after completing her 
first year of graduate studies at the 
University of Arizona. 
A student in cryptography- the 
study of codes- she said a lack ot 
preparation between College and 
graduate school and the mostly malo, 
environment had made it harder for 
her to get through the program.. 
"Most of my courses are taught 
by older white males," said Alvarado. 
26. "That makes it harder to ask ques- 
tions." 
She said the EDGE programliflci' 
been just like graduate school."ex- 
cept for the grades." Going inir 
graduate school, "I didn't haw 
preparation, which is why I didn't do 
so well." 
Williams Center room 2023 
P.O. Box 8001 
Statesboro, GA 30460 ; 
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It is a desire of The George-Anne. 
to print the news of Georgia South"? 
em University as accurately jn 
possible. If you believe that some- 
thing covered is in error, contget • 
the editor at 681-5246 as soon-ds 
possible. * - 
Liked By Many, 
Cussed By Some... 
Read By Them All. 
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(For the same price as many apartments!) 
Introducing... 
ons J^CA/IC e 
• Brand new! 
• 3 bedroom, 3 bath and 4 
bedroom, 4 bath houses 
• Outdoor grills and 
hammocks welcome 
• Less than 2 miles from GSU 
• Free lawn maintenance 
• Roommate matching service 
• Extra large front porch and 
back patio ideal for grill-outs* 
Free full-size washer/dryer, 
dishwasher, refrigerator with 
icemaker and microwave 
Free, continous high-speed 
internet in each bedroom 
Free HBO and expanded 
cable in every room 
Huge floor plans with 
cathedral ceilings and extra 
large bedrooms and closets 
ons *2^(A>rC e 
Call now to reserve your brand 
new rental home for Fall 2002! 
Call (912) 512-2229 or 1 (800) 927-5481 
Managed by Tanner Realty. 
The oldest continuously published newspaper in bulloch County www.stp.gasou.edu 
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GEORGE-ANNE 
THUMB 
•THUMBS UP   to 
ignorant people.  They 
amuse us. 
W=> •THUMBS DOWN to 
the long wait for Summer 
grade postings. 
• THUMBS UP to the All Star Break. 
Look forward to another 81 games. 
• THUMBS DOWN to the possibility 
of another strike in baseball. 
• THUMBS UP to professional basket- 
ball season finally ending. 
W    ] 
• THUMBS DOWN 
to nuclear waste being 
dumped in the Yucca 
Mountain. 
&fi titter $bun 
• If you have two legs and are flammable, 
you are never blocking a fire exit. 
Mitch Hedberg 
• If you come to a fork in the road, take it. 
Yogi Berra ■ ,m 
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY 
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor, 
story submissions and guest columns from people both 
inside and outside the GSU community. All copy sub- 
mitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), prefer- 
ably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Mi- 
crosoft Works format. All submissions must be signed 
and include a mailing address and phone number for 
verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any 
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A 
writer may request to remain anonymous. However, it 
will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the 
name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis. 
There's history in our own backyard 
Each August, thousands of new students pile into 
Statesboro with nervous feelings of displacement, uncer- 
tainty and disorientation. 
Many of us are coming from urban centers like Atlanta 
or Macon - places that, despite the large populations and 
vast urban sprawl, we feel that we know. Then our parents 
dump us off in a town sated with farmland, replete with 
small diners, a major hangout called Wal-Mart and a 
downtown area absent of any skyscrapers or even a 
Starbucks. 
But, within the year, these new students join the upper- 
classmen in thinking they own the town. 
Sure, we live here, and we share this south Georgia 
community with thousands of others - local Statesborians, 
native Bulloch Countians, our professors, and university 
administrators. For many of us, yours truly included, it 
feels like home. My parents' house is no longer a haven for 
me from the "big scary world," as it was throughout my 
childhood. When I go visit mom and dad, I ache for my 
cramped apartment, the electricity felt communally at 
local, college-geared restaurants, and even the rural coun- 
tryside along 301 and Highway 80. 
And students here do know a good bit about this town. 
The coolest bars? Not a problem. How to find the North 
Building? Sure, we know that too. How many times has 
our football team won the national championship? Six... 
duh. Where can I buy a ? Fill in the blank 
with practically anything and the answer will be, "Wal- 
Mart, of course." 
But how much do we really know about Statesboro, 
Georgia? 
I've often wondered, while driving the roads down- 
town, about the history that so obviously abounds here. 
The antebellum buildings, the cracked sidewalks, and the 
ancient faces of locals who sit on sidewalk benches - all 
images that shout to me, "Ask some questions! Do some 
research!" I have so frequently wondered how the locals 
see this town, what they think of the college and its 
students who transiently sweep in and out of here in four 
years flat. To them, are we merely different faces of the 
same body that have been coming and going in ephemeral 
madness since the turn of the twentieth century? In their 
eyes, are we suburban beer-guzzling idiots or are we 
serious young adults working to move up in the world? 
With these questions in my mind, an opportunity to 
gain firsthand knowledge of Statesboro folk history and 
current impressions of local residents regarding students 
literally fell in my lap. After speaking with a couple of 
people working as 
part of the Statesboro 
Bicentennial Project 
to document the lo- 
cal history of native 
Bulloch Countians - 
a form of research 
called oral history - 
I found myself with 
an eight-inch stack 
of transcriptions of 
interviews already 
held with local resi- 
dents over the age of 
65. 
I realized, while 
thumbing through 
the stack of papers, 
that this is an his- 
torical goldmine, an invaluable documentation of a type 
of history so often overlooked by contemporary histori- 
ans who value only the "great man/significant event" 
style of study and teaching. And, best of all, it was mine 
to read, to analyze and to select recurring themes in the 
daily lives of Statesboro natives throughout history. Fi- 
nally, all my curiosities would be relieved. 
There were interviews with people who had wound up 
in Statesboro by way of their grandfathers or great- 
grandfathers making the suffocative trip through the 
Middle Passage as slaves. There were interviews with 
people whose last names we all have seen numerous times 
throughout this town: Zetterower, Banks, Grady, Blitch, 
Moore, Tillman, Deloacn, and so on. They spoke of the 
darkness before electricity, the outhouses before indoor 
plumbing, the dust before paved roads, one-room school- 
houses, and the invention and introduction of the "incred- 
ible machine that talked" - the radio. 
But not all the accounts read like Margaret Mitchell's 
romantic images of the South. Indeed, horror stories that 
abound in fictional Southern literature found a breath of 
real life in local memories. The story of the lynching and 
burning of two black Statesboro men - Cato and Reed - 
accused of rape and murder in 1910 found its way into 
several of the informants' interviews. The incident con- 
tinues to be a scar on the community to this day, according 
to some local elderly citizens. 
The most pleasant find in the transcriptions was that 
the downtown area - the area I was sure was chock-full of 
rich history - turned out to be a community gathering- 
center. People would pack the courthouse square to? 
political rallies, holiday celebrations and the like. People 
would go to the watering trough, located nearby the. 
courthouse square, to wash their mules and wagons. I» 
fact, nearly every source of commercial entertainment 
was located downtown, including car dealerships after 
their invention in the early 1900s. The little stores wit!^ 
now-boarded windows were once thriving commercial' 
centers, staying open well past midnight to accommodate 
the stirring bustle of men, women and children. " - 
The famous blues singer Blind Willie McTell used tp- 
sit and play his guitar in Statesboro's "Blue Front" dis-! 
trict, a predominately African-American area of down-" 
town. It was during this time, with McTell living- in' 
Statesboro, that he found the inspiration to pen the now 
world-famous tune "Statesboro Blues." 
Most of the interviewers did include questions abou* 
GSU and how the locals felt about it. I was pleased to find 
out that most love this school and consider it as much a 
part of Statesboro history as Archibald Bulloch, Georgia'* 
first provisional governor (1776-1777), for whom the 
county was named (bet you never wondered why we have 
a restaurant called Archibald's either, did you?). Students 
are commonly referred to as kids from "down at the 
college," and though we may not be considered local 
Statesboro residents in their mind, we do seem to have a 
certain degree of welcome from most of them. 
. Yes, Statesboro, Georgia has entered the global 
community. Nearly every local business now has a 
website; we have a major academic institution with ait 
enrollment of over 14,000; Wal-Mart has found us (I'll 
leave it up to you to determine whether or not this is a 
positive or negative service to the community). But we 
did not arrive at this grand commercial scope over- 
night. 
In order to have a foundation on which to under^ 
stand our current place in both this community and the 
global community, we must look back at the lives of 
everyday people who survived the ups and downs of 
history. Do your own research in this community or in 
the community you call home. But don't be lazy - most 
of our history takes place beyond Sweetheart Circle. 
Tim Prizer is the editor-in-chief of The Georges- 
Anne andean be reached at gaeditor@gasou.edu. For 
more information on the Statesboro Bicentennial oral 
histories, please visit http://www.srls.public.lib.ga.us/ 
oralhist.html. 
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I had an epiphany today. 
As I walked through my daily ritual of classes, 
television and fast food, I realized just how fortunate I 
truly am to be alive during this great period of enlight- 
enment I like to refer to as "Modern Day." 
Starting a fire has become as easy as clicking an 
electronically operated lighter. Worries of having to 
move from the comfort of your chair to change the 
television channel have become a thing of the past. 
Money is available from a machine located on almost 
every street corner and meals can be prepared in min- 
utes by a nuclear oven. 
Many of us fail to realize just how fortunate we are 
to have access to the wonderfully helpful devices and 
institutions we take for granted'on a daily basis. 
The following is my salute to the marvels of the 
modern world. 
The ATM Card 
Never before in history has it been so easy to pay for 
goods and services. Just walk into nearly any restaurant, 
gas station, grocery store or convenience center and the 
staff there will be more than happy to accept your plastic 
symbol of currency. 
There's no longer a need to carry annoying wads of 
cash or spend precious time filling out little slips of 
paper from an antiquated "checkbook." With this simple 
combination of plastic-impression numbers and a single 
magnetic strip, all of your financial worries will be 
swiped away. The service charges on an overdrawn 
account are a minor price to pay for such a purchasing 
advantage. 
Ignore the fact 
that you've forgot- 
ten how much 
money you've 
spent. There's shop- 
ping to do. 
The Drive-Thru 
Liquor Store 
Now here's an 
idea we should all 
take to heart. The 
concept is pure bril- 
liance. Not only is 
it possible to remain 
in   your   vehicle 
while purchasing 
your forty of Bud, 
but now you can 
drive around with that open container all you like. 
After all, you're already out on the town. You should 
make the most of it! 
Get yourself a bottle of your favorite whiskey and 
pick up a few of your closest friends for a night of 
whole-hearted drunkenness, weaving, and tree smash- 
ing. Now there's some fun and excitement I forefathers 
should be here to witness. 
How could anyone have lived without the conve- 
nience of alcohol served at a drive-thru window? 
The Cellular Phone 
The easiest way to communicate with anyone around 
the world all packed into a circuit board and plastic 
casing no bigger than a deck of cards. 
How the people of the world survived without this 
little device up to this point in history is shocking. 
Without the cellular phone there would be no car 
accidents due to a driver's lack of attention, no pierc- 
ing ring tone to break the dramatic pauses of silence 
during the latest Ron Howard film, and no interruption 
during that final romantic climax of the night you share 
with your loved one. Why, without the cellular phone, 
there would be no way to communicate with a long lost 
companion as you search for him or her in the local 
Wal-mart. This is one marvel of the modern world that 
any girl suspicious of her boyfriend's fidelity could 
never do without. 
In fact, everyone should own a cellular phone. Let's 
keep the people of the world connected so that thij 
monotony of in-person conversation can be completely 
avoided. 
There's much more to be proud of: the electric 
pencil sharpener, the bug-sucking vacuum, and even 
the urinal ashtray. We should all be proud of our 
civilization and how far we have come from our 
days as wanderers, hunters, and gatherers. I'm just 
glad I was born during this time of great prosperity 
and renaissance. I don't think I could have survived 
without the ability to smoke a cigarette while uri^ 
nating. 
Adam Brady is the Arts and Entertainment Edi- 
tor of The George-Anne and may be reached-at 
that guy@stouthouse.org. Email! How could I have 
forgotten the Spam? 
» 
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STAMPS, FROM PAGE 1 
were attempting to get 
letters out before the rate 
increase. 
"People wanted to know 
whether their package wou Id 
be returned for insufficient 
postage if it was not deliv- 
ered before the rate in- 
crease." 
"As far as I know, it will 
be delivered as long as it is 
postmarked before the rate 
increase." 
Daniel said he did not be 
lieve email would have a great effect 
on the postal service. 
"Let me ask you a question. 
Would you rather get a card from 
home that's handwritten or one 
through email?" Daniel said. 
While technology has played a 
part in the financial problems of the 
post office Keienkamp said there is 
3$ Stamps' 
These are'the m 
Rate Postage Stamp? 
/£ 
GOING UP: These stamps, along with the' 
old ones, will cover the cost of a letter. 
no way to tell for sure exactly what 
portion of the decline in mail can be 
attributed to email. 
James Van Dyke, an online re- 
search analyst with Jupiter Media 
said to the Knight Rider News Ser- 
vice that he expects 11.8 million 
households will participate in online 
billing by 2006. 
CONSTRUCTION, FROM PAGE 1 
more pedestrian traffic. 
Sidewalks are scheduled to be 
built on each side of the road from 
Georgia Avenue to the Fair grounds, 
as well as separate striped lanes for 
bicycles and striped crosswalks at 
intersections. 
Already four lanes from the 
Tillman Road-Fair Road intersec- 
tion to Hawthorne, the project will 
add two more lanes from Highway 
67 out towards the Denmark area. 
"For two lanes, the traffic can be 
heavy during peak times," Hendley 
said. He added that the project has 
been "average," saying most of the 
obstacles construction crews have 
seen have been similar to other road- 
widening sites of this size. 
The only problem might have 
been the presence of the three-year 
old hospital, which hasn't always 
been accounted for in the project. 
Plans for the construction go back 
as far as December 1991. 
"Hopefully, we haven't had any 
interference," Hendley said. "[Con- 
struction] flaggers are instructed to 
give priority to emergency ve- 
hicles." 
MCCORD, FROM PAGE 1 
theater, and religious, communi- 
cation. 
"It was the first time, so far as I 
know, that public relations w^s of- 
fered in a 
general communication environ- 
ment rather than in a restrictive jour- 
nalism school." 
The Clarence W. McCord Schol- 
arship Fund has been sufficiently 
endowed to award one annual schol- 
arship. 
The funds came from a number of 
private donations to the Comnum 
- ■:  - ....   .-■_      Bt _   .     -    ■ .-,._■■   ....^ 
cations Arts Department. 
"We've reached the point where 
we can endow one annual scholar- 
ship, but we'd like to increase that to 
two awards or even more," said 
Fulmer. "Any of Dr. McCord's 
friends or former students are wel- 
come to contribute to make this fund 
grow." 
The scholarship is open to Com- 
munications Arts majors who main- 
tain a 3.0 grade point average, dem- 
onstrate strong leadership activities 
and meet other criteria. 
Raising Cable Rates! 
$22.99 per month for America's Top 50 Channels 
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Pesqueira, Young earn 
preseason honors 
G-A Newsservice 
Ohio Valley Conference leads all 
I-AA leagues by placing 11 players 
on The Sports Network's 2002 Divi- 
sion I-AA Preseason All-America 
Team. Six players from 2001 OVC 
champ and playoff participant East- 
ern Illinois were among those se- 
lected, including First-Team quar- 
terback and 2001 Walter Pay ton 
Award finalist Tony Romo. 
A two-time finalist for the Payton, 
Romo led all of I-AA with a 178.3 
quarterback rating in 2001, throwing 
for 2,068 yards and 21 touchdowns 
versus just six interceptions. Other 
OVC players on the first-team are 
EIU guard Kevin Hill and his team- 
mate, linebacker Nick Ricks, along 
with Tennessee Tech defensive end 
D.J. Bleisath. 
A pair of running backs, Montana 
State's Ryan Johnson and Young- 
stown State's P.J. Mays, join Romo 
LaVenc Bell/STAFF 
in the first-team backfield. Johnson 
was a 2001 Payton finalist after rush- 
ing for a school-record 1,537 yards, 
while Mays earned Gateway Foot- 
ball Conference Offensive Player of 
the Year honors for his 1,446 yard, 
21-touchdown season. 
The first-team wide receivers have 
a distinctive Ivy flavor, as Brown's 
Chas Gessner and Harvard's Carl 
Morris each grace the squad. Gessner 
was a Payton finalist after catching 
83 passes for 1,182 yards and 12 
touchdowns, while Morris was the 
Ivy League Player of the Year after 
hauling in 71 passes for the unde- 
feated Ivy champs. 
Joining Eastern Illinois' Hill on 
the first-team offensive line are cen- 
ter Jeff Santacroce (Lehigh), guard 
Chris Price (Western Kentucky), 
tackles Dwight Beard (William & 
Mary) and Chad Setterstrom (North- 
ern Iowa), and tight end Chris 
Coleman (Alabama State). Kicker 
Mackenzie Hoambrecker (Northern 
Iowa) and return specialist Curtis 
DeLoatch (North Carolina A&T) 
round out the first-team offense. 
The first-team defense is high- 
lighted by six players who served as 
finalists for the Buck Buchanan 
Award, bestowed upon the I-AA 
defensive player of the year, last 
season. Bleisath is joined by fellow 
defensive end Josh Jeffries (Appa- 
lachian State), defensive tackle 
Freddy Pesqueira (Georgia South- 
ern), linebackers Stephen Cooper 
(Maine) and Tracy White (Howard) 
and cornerback Chris Brown 
(Grambling State) as members of 
that group. Rounding out the first- 
team defense are Ricks, Massachu- 
setts defensive tackle Valdamar 
Brower, Western Kentucky line- 
backer Erik Dandy, safeties Jon 
Ambrose of St. Peter's and David 
Young of Georgia Southern, East 
LaVene Bell/STAFF 
Tennessee State cornerback Tony 
Tiller, and Idaho State punter Eddie 
Johnson. 
In all, 75 players from 12 differ- 
ent conferences were selected to the 
team, along with three players from 
independent programs. As men- 
tioned, the Ohio Valley Conference 
led all leagues with 11 players, fol- 
lowed by the Southwestern Athletic 
Conference with nine selections and 
the Big Sky and Gateway with eight 
each. 
The 2002 Preseason All-America 
Team is the first of TSN's many 
services to 1-AA for the 2002 sea- 
son. The Sports Network also ad- 
ministers the Walter Payton, Buck 
Buchanan, and Eddie Robinson 
Awards, which are annually given 
to the division's top player, defen- 
sive player, and coach, respectively. 
The 2002 I-AA Awards ceremony 
will be held on December 19rd, 2002, 
on the eve of the I-AA national cham- 
pionship game in Chattanooga, 
Tenn. 
TSN also administers I-AA's 
most widely recognized weekly Top' 
25 poll for the division, as well as 
Players of the Week, Postseason All- 
America Team, and regular features 
and columns dealing with I-AA col- 
lege football. 
THE SPORTS NETWORK 2002 PRESEASON ALL-AMERICA TEAM 
OFFENSE — First-Team Tony Romo (Eastern Illinois, QB, Sr.); Ryan Johnson (Montana State, RB, Sr.); 
P.J. Mays (Youngstown State, RB, Sr.); Chas Gessner (Brown, WR, Sr.); Carl Morris (Harvard, WR, Sr.); Chris 
Coleman (Alabama State, TE, Sr.); Jeff Santacroce (Lehigh, C, Sr.); Kevin Hill (Eastern Illinois. G, Sr.); Chris 
Price (Western Kentucky, G, Sr.); Dwight Beard (William & Mary, T,Sr.); Chad Setterstrom (Northern Iowa, 
T, Sr.); Mac Hoambrecker (Northern Iowa, K, Sr.); Curtis DeLoatch (North Carolina A&T, RS, Jr.). 
DEFENSE — First-Team D.J. Bleisath (Tennessee Tech, DE, Sr.); Josh Jeffries (Appalachian State, DE, Sr.); 
Valdamar Brower (Massachusetts, DT, Jr.); FREDDY PESQUEIRA (Georgia Southern, DT, Sr.); Stephen Cooper 
(Maine, LB, Sr.); Erik Dandy (Western Kentucky, LB, Jr.); Nick Ricks (Eastern Illinois, LB, Jr.); Tracy White 
(Howard, LB, Sr.); Jon Ambrose (St. Peter's, S, Sr.); DAVID YOUNG (Georgia Southern, S, Sr.); Chris Brown 
;
 (Grambling State, CB, Sr.); Tony Tiller (East Tennessee State, CB, Jr.); Eddie Johnson (Idaho State, P, Sr.). 
Serena now No. 1 in the world; and in her own home 
Associated Press 
They smacked strokes just as they 
do against anyone else. They ran 
down balls aggressively, too. 
And, even if fleetingly, they 
showed I-want-to-win emotion. 
For one glorious set on the world's 
most famous tennis court, Serena and 
Venus Williams set aside whatever 
qualms they might harbor about try- 
ing to beat a sister and just played. 
After Serena came out on top 7-6 
(4), 6-3 Saturday to win her first 
Wimbledon title and second straight 
Grand Slam tournament, Venus whis- 
pered a reminder to curtsy when 
handed the trophy. 
They are family, after all. 
Indeed, they teamed up in doubles 
for the first time since the U.S. Open 
and won another trophy Sunday, beat- 
ing French Open champions Paola 
Suarez and Virginia Ruano Pascual 
6-2, 7-5. 
Now, for the first time, Serena is 
No. 1, both in the rankings and her 
own home. 
"I just wanted Wimbledon," said 
20-year-old Serena, who's 15 months 
younger than Venus. "I wanted to 
become a member of so much pres- 
tige, so much history. I want to be a 
part of history." 
She didn't lose a set at 
Wimbledon, has won a season-best 
19 straight matches, and is 36-3 with 
a tour-high five titles in 2002. Plus, 
she's beaten her older sister three 
straight times to pull within 5-4 in 
their pro careers. 
An indication of how dominant 
each Williams is: Subtract Venus' 
three losses in sibling showdowns 
this year, and she's 41-3. 
They hadn't managed to put their 
best games, or game-faces, on dis- 
play when on opposite sides of a net. 
That is until Saturday on Centre Court 
at the All England Club, where Serena 
claimed the family's seventh trophy 
from the last 12 majors (Venus leads 
that count, 4-3). 
Venus needed just seven winners 
to complete a 6-4, 6-2 victory in 
Sister Slam I, the U.S. Open final in 
September. The pair totaled 110 un- 
forced errors in Serena's straight-set 
victory at last month's French Open 
final. 
Chris Evert could understand their 
difficulty. She hated playing younger 
sister Jeanne. 
"It was at a different level. Jeanne 
and I weren't playing at the finals of 
Wimbledon," said Evert, who won 
18 major titles and is working for 
NBC and BBC at. Wimbledon. 
"From the moment I woke up, I 
had a bad stomach. I felt really sick 
about it. I felt so much compassion 
for her I couldn't look at her during 
the changeovers." 
Indeed, Venus' chair faced the 
Royal Box on Saturday, so her back 
was to Serena. And Serena kept her 
head down at changeovers, reading 
notes, she'd written on a folded sheet 
of paper. 
But for long stretches while on 
court, they played as if trying to 
outdo any opponent, pounding shots 
right on the lines, grunting all the 
while. Serena allowed herself 
screams of "Come on!" and fist 
pumps, albeit usually with her back 
to Venus. 
They combined for 34 winners, 
20 by Serena. There would have been 
more if each wasn't so superb at 
taking quick steps to swat back what 
should be a clean winner. 
"We're entertainers," Venus said. 
"We always want the crowd and ev- 
eryone watching to be entertained, 
basically." 
One point, where the match 
turned, really, captured the atmo- 
sphere. 
With Serena ahead 4-3 in the 
tiebreaker, she hit a shot that slapped 
the net tape and went over. Venus got 
to the ball and responded with a nicely 
angled drop shot, but Serena ran up 
and whipped it a backhand passing 
winner down the line. 
Serena punched the air; Venus 
raked the grass with her racket. 
A big factor in the outcome was 
Venus' serving problems: six double, 
faults, including on break point in 
the penultimate game. She had told 
Serena her right shoulder was hurt- 
ing. 
"I noticed it. Definitely," said 
Serena, who won the family's first 
major title at the 1999 U.S. Open. "If 
I'm a competitor, I'm going to have 
to notice it. Unfortunately, it's like a 
war out there. If there's a weakness, 
someone's going to have to be at- 
tacked." 
She missed the Australian Open 
with a wrist injury. Otherwise, she 
might be heading to the U.S. Open 
with a shot at a Grand Slam. 
Instead, the goal in New York 
will be what it always is for the 
Williams clan at a tournament, an- 
other all-in-the-family final. 
'The greatest hitter that 
ever lived' dies at 84 
Matthew Lund 
mattlund91@hotmail.com 
Once again, baseball has said 
goodbye to one of its sons, and one of 
its heroes. 
Two weeks after losing Daryl Kile 
and Jack Buck, the news spread over 
New England and all over the baseball 
world that Ted Williams, one of the 
greatest players of all time, had died at 
the age of 84. Williams was one of the 
few shining stars for the Boston Red 
KRT Campus 
1918-2002: Ted Williams' statistics for the 
seasons he played in professional baseball proved 
that he was the greatest hitter that ever lived. 
Sox from 1939 to 1960, and from 
day one, developed himself into per- 
haps the greatest hitter in baseball 
history. 
Williams had one goal in his 
life: to be recognized as the greatest 
hitter who ever lived. 
To accomplish this goal, Will- 
iams began studying everything 
about hitting, from bat speed to bat 
weight, and analyzed every pitcher 
in the American League, as well. 
He boned the handle 
of his bat with a bottle 
cap to improve the 
grip, and squeezed a 
rubber ball constantly 
to increase his hand 
strength. 
People in Boston 
used to say that ev- 
erywhere he went, his 
bat came with him, 
even in restaurants 
and formal events. 
Not one drink was 
ever touched by Ted 
Williams, for he felt 
if he allowed alcohol 
into his body, his vi- 
sion would be slightly 
impaired—good rea- 
son to not touch a 
drink during his en- 
tire career. 
Williams finished his playing 
days with 521 homeruns, a lifetime 
batting average of .344, 2,654 hits, 
two MVP awards, and as the last 
man in history to bat over .400 in a 
single season. 
This, some say, would classify him 
as a baseball "hero," but what truly 
made him an American hero was what 
he did off the field. He left baseball in 
1942 to serve in the Navy Air Corps as 
a fighter pilot in World War II, and 
left the game again ten years later in 
1952 to serve in the Korean War as 
part of the Marine Corps. 
In total, Williams lost five sea- 
sons from fighting, but felt that serv- 
ing his country was far more impor- 
tant than playing baseball. His lead- 
ership in the Marine Corps moved 
him up the ranks to Captain, and was 
looked up to by all whom he served 
with, including astronaut, John 
Glenn. 
If he had played those five sea- 
sons that he missed, Williams would 
have easily had well over 3,000 hits, 
but his final records speak for them- 
selves. Ted Williams proved that 
sacrifice, commitment, and honor 
were what made his life great, for 
baseball, and for America. 
"There goes the greatest hitter 
that ever lived," many have said, 
making Williams' wish come true. 
MLB into second half of season 
Matthew Lund 
mattiund91 @ hotmail.com 
As long as there is no strike, 
Major League Baseball should be in 
for a very exciting second half of 
'the season. 
The first half featured many of 
, last year's stars performing master- 
fully one again, such as Barry Bonds, 
Curt Schilling, Sammy Sosa, and 
Alex Rodrguez, but new stars have 
also emerged this season with spec- 
tacular first half performances. 
One of these is Boston Red Sox 
pitcher, Derrick Lowe, who is lead- 
ing the American League in wins 
with 12, and in earned run average 
with 2.36. He threw a no-hitter 
against the Tampa Bay Devil Rays 
earlier this season, and has estab- 
lished himself as one of the most 
reliable pitchers in all of baseball. 
Another first half star is Luis 
Castillo of the Florida Marlins, who 
was unknown to most in the base- 
ball world before he hit in 35 straight 
games, which placed him fifth on 
the all-time list. 
As July 31 approaches, which is 
the deadline for trades to be made, 
some teams have already given up 
hope of making the playoffs, such 
as the Cleveland Indians. 
A team that spent much of the 
last decade on top of the American 
League Central division, the Indi- 
ans have fallen below the Minne- 
sota Twins and the Chicago White 
Sox, and have already sent their 
ace pitcher, Bartolo Colon, to the 
Montreal Expos for minor league 
prospects. The Indians are now 
looking to trade away their long- 
time first baseman and all-star, Jim 
Thome to a contending team. 
Other teams, however, are look- 
ing towards October, and are pre- 
paring for battle by trading for play- 
ers who can fill in the weak and 
missing .pieces of their roster. The 
New York Yankees snatched Raul 
Mondesi from the Toronto Blue 
Jays, and Jeff Weaver from the De- 
troit Tigers to strengthen their out- 
field and pitching rotation for the       , 
second half of the season. 
The AtlantaBraves, BostonRed 
Sox, and Los Angeles Dodgers 
have all expressed interest in trad- 
ing for either Thome, or Scott Rolen 
of the Philadelphia Phillies, one of 
the best third basemen in the game. 
These teams are each in contention 
for their respective divisions, and 
are the teams most likely improve 
their rosters by July 31. 
The Montreal Expos have been 
one of the biggest surprises this 
season. They were the team most 
likely to be contracted last winter, 
but were given another opportunity , 
to field a team and boost attendence. 
The Expos are currently in negotia- 
tions with the Florida Marlins for 
pitcher, Ryan Dempster, and out- 
fielder, Cliff Floyd. 
By adding these two stars to 
their already improved roster, 
Montreal could easily be the team 
to challenge the Braves in the Na- 
tional League East. 
There will never be another 'Teddy Ballgame' 
In baseball, as in life, there are the 
ones who lead and the ones who fol- « 
low. 
And after hearing all the life sto- 
ries of Ted Williams, I don't think 
anyone ever quite caught up to the 
"Splendid Splinter." 
Nor do I think anyone ever will. 
He was Joe DiMaggio and John 
Wayne all rolled up into one amazing 
package. 
As a left fielder for the Boston Red 
Sox, he spent his entire Hall of Fame 
career making a statement to the fans 
at Fenway and throughout all of base- 
ball that he was the greatest hitter of 
all time. 
As a U.S. Marine, he became a 
national war hero after flying several 
combat missions to Korea with the 
likes of John Glenn, and even lived to 
talk about a crash landing that nearly 
took his life. 
And after his retirement from base- 
ball and the military, he still had 
enough left in the tank to become a 
master fisherman, who was later in- 
ducted into the Fisherman's Hall of 
Fame. 
But in the end, Williams is best 
remembered for what he accom- 
plished during his legendary play- 
ing days on the diamond. He col- 
lected six batting titles, four 
homerun crowns, two MVPs and 
two Triple Crowns. He was one of 
the first members of the 500 
homerun club, hit a game-winning 
homerun as an American League 
All Star, and also slugged a round 
tripper in the final at-bat of his ca- 
reer in 1960. 
And most notably, he is the last 
player to hit .400 in a season, when 
he batted .406 in 1941 after decid- 
ing to play both games of a double 
header on the final weekend of the 
season in Philadelphia that could 
have jeopardized his remarkable 
feat. 
Plain and simple: No one could 
hit a baseball quite like Ted 
Willliams. 
Yet, looking beyond his amaz- 
ing accomplishments lays a certain 
mystique that separates Williams 
from all the other sports legends 
that this country has ever embraced. 
He talked for countless hours 
about the science of the baseball 
swing, and often described the way 
the burnt wood of the bat smelled 
after he had fouled one back. 
He had a special bond with chil- 
dren, and became the biggest celeb- 
rity supporter of the "Jimmy Fund," 
which is the most notable children's 
charity in Boston. 
He even became the first Hall of 
Famer to call for the stars of the 
Negro Leagues to one day join him 
on the walls of Cooperstown. 
In the movie "The Natural," Rob- 
ert Redford plays a legendary base- 
ball player named Roy Hobbs, and 
from his gorgeous left-handed swing 
to his famous quote about wanting to 
walk down the street and have some- 
one say he was the greatest hitter of 
all time, it's obvious that even Holly- 
wood couldn't resist taking a page 
from Williams's storybook life. 
But I guess in the end what it boils 
down to is that Ted Williams lived 
life the way he wanted to. 
He didn't complain about losing 
five years of the prime of his career 
serving our country in World War II. 
He decided not to tip his cap to his 
hometown fans until after his career, 
because of the ones that booed him 
when he was in left field. 
And he spent most of his life in 
interviews and videos talking about 
the mechanics and sheer poetry oi 
the game that he mastered. 
So as America mourns the loss of 
a legend, and recalls all the unbeliev- 
able stories that remain as the mark 
of his golden legacy, what I will 
remember most about Ted Williams 
is that he was a man who died with no 
regrets, and a man who decided he 
was only.going to do things on this 
earth one way...his. 
Bo Fulginiti is a sports columnist 
for the George-Anne, and the Sports 
Director for WVGS 91.9FM and can 
be reached for comment at 
Bodawg38 @ hotmail. com. 
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By V.A. Patrick Slade 
vapsl8@go.com 
A small town simpleton inherits 40 
billion dollars from a dead uncle he 
never knew he had. Adam Sandier stars 
and produces his latest comedy, "Mr. 
Deeds." 
The board members of the multi- 
million dollar company that he now 
owns wants to duke him of his control- 
ling rights to the company. When they 
bring him from his small town to New 
York to get him to sign papers to turn 
over the company, a fish-out-of-water 
story ensues. 
Loosely based on 1936' s "Mr. Deed 
Goes to Town" starring Gary Cooper, 
Adam Sandler's version of the classic 
isn't quite up to par. Starting off very 
slow, the movie really doesn't pick up 
until almost an hour into the film. 
And with Sandier relying on cheap 
gags to get a laugh, it is no wonder the 
film is lacking that certain "something." 
Example would be the horrendous "cat" 
scene in which random cats are thrown 
from of- a burning building. What is 
that? This is just an inferior thrill in 
order to coax a laugh from the audience. 
If Sandier would have learned from 
. his other films, "Waterboy," "Billy 
Madison," and "Big Daddy," he should 
have learned that a great story with well 
done gags sell to audiences. Co-star- 
ring in this film with Sandier is Winona 
Ryder as Babe. Her performance is very 
witty and capricious. She plays an am- 
bitious reporter that is after the hot new 
story: Longfellow Deeds (Sandier)— 
the inheriter of the Blake Television 
empire. 
As with many similar movies, 
Ryder's character stalls off as ruthless 
and is willing to do anything to get the 
story. By the end of the film Ryder's. 
character becomes softer and falls in 
love with Deeds. As expected, Deeds 
forgives her for her lies, and they live 
happily ever after. 
The scenes serve as flashes of co- 
medic anarchy that just don't serve the 
purpose of moving the story forward. 
Sandier is funny. Anyone can see 
Internet Photo 
'MR DEEDS': Adam Sandier stars in the new comedy 'Mr. Deeds,' the 
story of a naive small town guy who inherits 40 billion dollars and 
becomes an easy target. 
that by his previous movies and his stint 
on "Saturday Night Live", but his ex- 
ecutive producer powers are not in his 
best interest for anyone in the audience 
with this movie. He made very poor 
decisions in the making of this film. 
The comedic timing and ways of 
comedy he chose for this movie are not 
what many of the audience members 
expected. Laughs were far between. 
And this is very rare of a Sandier film 
where laughs are common. The film 
does have one aspect that keeps it in the 
ranking of otherSandlerfilms: his wacky 
co-stars. 
As with his previous films, Sandier 
surrounds himself with crazy charac- 
ters. There is a country bumkin, a 
cocked-eyed townsperson and many 
others. The list of wacky characters 
goes on to include a masculine woman 
that runs the pizza shop, and a spacey 
"air traffic controller." 
"Mr. Deeds" doesn' t really do it like 
other Sandier films, but it does defi- 
antly have its special touches. But this 
movie is only to be recommended to 
greatest Adam Sandier fans out there. 
CAMPUS CLUB 
OF STATESBORO APARTMENTS 
Privately owned & operated 
NOW LEASING FOR AUGUST 2002 
First all-inclusive gated apartment community in Statesboro! 
One check, once a month pays for all your housing needs! 
Ever); apartment includes a private 
bedroom with personal bathroom for 
each resident 
Each apartment is furnished with: 
• Full-size beds in every bedroom 
• Built-in study center in each bedroom 
• Ceiling fans 
• Walk-in laundry room with extra large 
capacity washer and dryer 
• Living room sofa, chair and table 
• Dining room table and chairs 
• Entertainment stand with a 27" color TV 
• Screened balcony with patio furniture 
• Alarm system in each unit 
• Fully equipped kitchen 
• Amenities include pool, fitness center, 
basketball and sand volleyball courts, 
computer lab and study rooms 
• And more! 
• Electric 
• Water & sewer 
• Pest Control 
• DSL Internet in every bedroom 
• Private phone line in every bedroom 
• Basic expanded cable service (48 channels) 
in every bedroom & living room 
Three floor plans to choose from to fit 
your lifestyle needs 
• 2 bedroom/2 bath - $449/month/person 
• 3 bedroom/3 bath - $429/month/person 
• 4 bedroom/4 bath - j>399/montli/person 
Location premiums apply. 
Stop by and visit to get a first hand look at an all- 
inclusive community with a distinctive lifestyle! 
Leasing office hours: Mon.-Fri.   9am-6pm 
Saturday l()am-5pm   . 
Sunday   lpm-5pm 
THE ULTIMATE IN 
AFFORDABLE 
LIVING! 
211 Lanier Drive 
Statesboro, GA 30458 
(912) 681-CLUB (2582) 
www.campusclub-gsu.com 
STEAKS - SEAFOOD FINE SWIFTS - IA1 
MONDAY 
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OR, DON'T. 
AM exercise in freedom. 
CRAZY BAR GAMES! 
Win FREE Drinks 
$2 Long Necks 
TUESDAY 
Open Mic Night $2 Wells $3PBR Pitchers 
WEDNESDAY 
By deciding to continue reading, 
^ouVcjust demonstrated A key America? 
freedom—choice. And,should, you 
choose to Lu ni the page, take a nap or go 
■■ our hair blue, that's cool too. 
Because while rights like freedom o 
otthepn . 
Constitution, the smaller liberties you 
Yourright to backyard liaifejues, 
sleeping in on Sundays and listening 
|usl as fulfilling as yoiirrighl to vote 
tor the president May be even more so 
personally and otters.. 
Sera' ... elebrateall 
the little liberties you enjoy in Anierk: 
them for "ranted - its a tree country 
Ladie's Night 
After Midnight 
$1 Vodkas 
$2.50 Jim Beam 
Penny Wines 
At 9:00 
THURSDAY 
$2 Wells 
FRIDAY 
FRBB 
"ww^^pppi^jSPil 
$2 Coronas & $2 Bourbons 
SATURDAY 
$2 Vodkas 
C<om® Enjoy Great Food and Great Fan 
ALL DAY EVERY DAY $5 Pitchers PBR and $1.50 16 oz Drafts PBR 
!! HAPPY HOUR !! Mon- Fri 3-6, Sat 11-6 
2 For 1 Appetizers and Drinks 
Locobazooka brings big time bands to small town America 
On July 5\ 2002, Nuwan and Fox 
(Chuck Thomas) attended the 
Locobazooka Festival in Hardeeville, 
South Carolina. The event featured 
various hard rock bands such as 
Dragpipe, Earshot, Nonpoint, Mad 
at Gravity and headliners Filter and 
Sevendust. The event was a day out 
of hell. Rising temperatures of 92 
degrees at 9:00 AM set the stage for 
an eventful day of 
dehydration and 
hard rock. How- 
ever, despite the 
odds stacked 
against them, 
they managed to 
scrape up an in- 
terview with one 
of the hottest up- 
coming acts in 
the market, Mad 
at Gravity. 
Nu«an(WVG$ 
I'm here with the 
Fox, and we're 
here hanging out 
with Mad at 
Gravity here at 
the Locobazooka 
1'Fest. You guys 
played an awe- 
some set. It's hot 
as crap out here, but you're still do- 
ing it. Guys, where'dyou come from. 
J. Lynn Johnston: We came out 
from Orange County, in California, 
so it's quite a drive. 
NW: How's the tour been like? 
JLJ: Tour's been great, been hot 
like this, but it's been really cool. 
NW: As I understand, 
Locobazooka was planned to bring 
larger bands to smaller cities, right? 
Anthony Boscarini: Absolutely. 
JLJ: It was designed basically to 
hit the markets that a lot of the major 
lours weren't hitting. Like, Ozzfest 
hits major markets, and the Warped 
Tour and all that stuff, Locobazooka 
was orchestrated so that a lot of the 
cities that don't get Ozzfest and 
Warped Tour can have sort of a fes- 
tival of their own. So here we are! 
NW: So how did you spend your 
Fourth of July? (Laughter from band) 
Uh oh, he's smiling. 
JLJ: We drove for a bit, then we 
blew a whole bunch of stuff up. 
NW: In the middle of nowhere? 
JLJ: Actually, right here in 
Hardeeville. 
AB: Yeah, right down the street, 
right next to four gas stations and 
Chuck Thomas/WVGS 
MAD AT GRAVITY: Despite the sweltering heat, bands like California's 
Mad at Gravity performed in Hardeeville, SC. 
three firework stands. All of our de- 
bris is still in the parking lot, you can 
go check it out. 
NW: Awesome. 
James Barlow: It was like, 500 
dollars worth of fireworks.. .it lasted 
about four hours. • 
Fox(WVGS): I downloaded a lot 
of your songs a while ago off of 
MP3.com; I noticed some of them of 
the writing process that goes into 
some of the songs? 
JB: The funny thing is how I write, 
usually I'll have a sound, or something 
I'll come up with: I'll usually write off 
a sound of the guitar like the effects and 
things like that, but then, it was kinda 
odd because it translated well into 
acoustic, which is cool. I think that 
makes what we wrote, seem real to me; 
if it can translate well into an acoustic 
song, it's a really [well] written song, 
so it came out well. 
JLJ: If you can play it in that or- 
ganic format, then I think you have a 
successful song on your hands, so we 
try to test everything out like that, but 
we tend to write electric with every- 
body in the room, you know, full band 
and stuff. 
AB: We were just setting up our 
recording gear, 
andwewerejust 
setting levels 
and getting 
sounds and stuff, 
and I think that's 
what we started 
with, but we 
were like, 'Hey, 
let's just play 
something 
acoustic and see 
how it comes 
out,'anditended 
up coming out 
really well. Ev- 
eryone dug it, so 
we're like,'Why 
don't we put it 
uponMP3.com, 
and see what 
people think, 
and so that's 
what we did, and 
it never intended to be an acoustic 
song, we werejust doing it as a purpose 
to getting our recording equipment set 
up. 
JB: However (laughter), we might 
go back, when this tour's over, we've 
. got like five days off or something, we 
might go track like four songs or so 
acoustically, and do some different 
arrangements and stuff... 
AB: Have different instruments and 
stuff we haven't used before, maybe 
some piano. 
' JB: Possible B-sides and whatever, 
who knows, it could be something 
cool. 
JLJ: You know, something for the 
ladies. (Laughter) 
FW: You guys apparently got a lot 
of recognition before you even played 
a gig. How was that to know that 
everyone knew your name, before 
you'd even appeared live? 
JLJ: It was a bit weird, we'd all 
been working a long time in other 
projects, so when we finally came to- 
gether, we combined all of our re- 
sources and ended up with a combined 
mailing list of about 2,000 people; a lot 
of industry people, a lot of fans from 
our old bands and stuff, so right off the 
bat, like Bosco (Anthony Boscarini) 
was saying, when we put up the acous- 
tic stuffon.MP3.com, we just sent out 
an e-mail saying, 'Hey, we're here, 
here's what we're doing, we recorded 
these acoustic songs, check them out,' 
and immediately got such an incred- 
ible response that we were a bit over- 
whelmed. For a new band to have such 
an amazing response is definitely in- 
timidating at first. 
AB: Therefore, we shall record them 
.properly in a few weeks. 
JB: They were pretty [much] just 
"go for it" kind of recordings, and the 
performances aren't there, but we're 
going to do it right in a couple of 
weeks. 
FW: Some of your major influ- 
ences, some of the stuff you really 
listen to, that influenced you over the 
years? 
AB: I pay attention to a lot of movie 
soundtracks, I think a lot of symphonic 
orchestra kind of writing is where I 
look to. Modern day bands I look to, 
not so much influence me but I can teli 
they're doing things no one else has 
done, or they're trying to push the 
limit, [I'd say] A Perfect Circle, obvi- 
ously Tool, Incubus, Sunny Day Real 
Estate, bands like that. But mostly, I 
look to movie soundtracks for inspira- 
tion. 
JB: I think, the way we write, we're 
thinking, in terms of how it'll sound if 
it was on a movie, or was an instrumen- 
tal or something, if it translates well, 
then obviously when the vocals come 
over the top, it's going to be ridiculous. 
I like writing like that. My influences, 
modern bands, I like Sunny Day [Real 
Estate], Tool, King Crimson, The Po- 
lice, U2, stuff like that. 
JLJ: I grew up on Motown. So, I 
think that provided some interesting 
roots for me, but later on I got into of 
course bands like Nirvana, The Police, 
Jeff Buckley, Chris Cornell, guys with 
amazing, amazing power. Those are 
the guys that I was drawn towards. 
NW: Well guys, it's been a plea- 
sure, and I know it's hot as crap out 
here, so F11 let you do your thing. Good 
luck with the tour. 
Three Bedroom/Two Bath Apartments 
s790/mo...—utilities included 
$600/mo without utilities 
$575/mo with two people 
We have the largest selection 
of two bedroom units ranging 
The from $40°to $525-" 
PROPERTY 
MART 681-3000 
Property Management 
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Ifs a Taste 
Out of this 
World!' 
6Z0 Fair Road • Statesboro 
^Planet 
SsniootJiie* 
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1PIZZA ♦ CALZON! S « LASAGNA * SPAGHETTI ♦ STEAK GRIND 
jg 2 Medium 1-Topping 
Pizzas for only $799 
Lunch Buffet 
11 am to 2 pm 
only 3.99 
Dinner Buffet 499 
(weekdays only 6-8) 
WEDNESDAY 
Beer Bingo from 9 to 11 
S • MEAT 
HOLIDAY'S 
GREEK & ITALIAN 
' RESTAURANT 
405 Fair Rd. 
Next to Recreation Dept. 
Open Dailyllam-ll;30pm 
FREE DELIVERY 
764-7669 
Credit Cards Accepted 
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SATURDAY 
Live Music 
SUNDAY 
35$ Wings until 6pm 
MONDAY 
Sports   rivia with Chas 
TUESDAY 
rivia with Abbot 
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We don't run specials or put our piercings on sale. For the best quality 
work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud 9. 
Novelties, Gifts 
& Body Piercing 
by Rick 
1 
**• 
g 
V* ¥ 
A 
■'' '',. 
• Adult Novelties 
• Sterling Silver Jewelry 
• Smoking Accessories 
• Lava Lamps 
• Leather and Vinyl lingerie 
• Beaded Curtains 
• Candles & Incense 
« Black Lights 
• Zippo Lighters 
• Fish Nets 
ijUmyemtyWaw 
871*4054 
test PUR€ 
"It's not getting what 
you want, it's wanting 
what you've got." 
- Sheryl Crow 
Covering    the    campus    like   a    swarm    of   gnats 
(TASSTFIFDS 
Wednesday, July 10, 2002 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Molecule maker 
5 Applaud 
9 Viral lumps 
14 " Don't , 
Preach" 
15 Israeli dance 
16 Island farewell 
17 Lawyer 
Dershowitz 
18 Pitcher in 
picture? 
19 Rakes 
20 Gesture of 
respect 
22 Olympians 
24 Contents.of wills 
26 Jack of"Barney 
Miller" 
27 Pot builder 
29 Assignations 
34 Court figures 
39 Indian city 
40 Lab container 
41 Patrick of 
basketball 
43 Drudgery 
44 French shes 
46 Superlatively 
surreptitious 
48 PeeWee and 
Delia 
50 "Eyeless in 
51 Dog's best 
friend? 
53 Repudiations 
58 Sullies 
63 Nielsen of ■  "Airplane!" 
64 Clear sky 
65 British peer 
67 Capital on the 
Gulf of Guinea' 
68 Writer Loos 
69 Chills and fever 
70 Author Bagnold 
71 Orange variety 
72 Taps gently 
73 Sound stages 
DOWN 
1 Swiftly 
2 Anklebone 
3 Creative 
movement of the 
'60s 
4 Ray 
5 Wyoming's 
capital 
1 2 3 
21 
!. 
23 
10 13 
14 
• 
1 7 
1 ■ ' '- ■ 
28 30 31 y< ,*.< 
■ ■■: 
1 ■ ■ 34 35 36 
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6 First gear 
7 Solid surface 
8 Components 
9 Military leader 
10 Medicinal plant 
11 Decisive defeat 
12 Address for a 
Friend 
13 Talk back 
21 Lead player 
23 Recently stolen 
25 Medley meals 
28 Checking out 
visually 
30 Abominable 
snowman 
31 Blackthorn 
32 In day and 
age 
33 Bank deposit? 
34. Declare 
35 Roofer's supply 
item 
36 Fisherman's yarn 
37 Corrida cries 
38 Golfer Sam 
42 Antelopes with 
annulate horns 
Solutions 
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45 More than a few 
47 Carol of "Taxi" 
49 of Marmara 
52 Stair part 
54 Wight and Man 
55 Exclusively 
56 Set a maximum 
57 Burpee order 
58 Three-     salad 
59 Sicilian mount 
60 Cellmate's knife 
61 Apportion (out) 
62 Epic tale 
66 Polish 
Lewis 
10 G-A Action Ads 
FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE student and 
faculty ads to be run in the George-Anne must 
have a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE 
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if they do not 
have this information. NO EXCEPTIONS. 
* STUDENTS BEWARE 
ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens all 
advertisements prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate 
products and services only. Students are urged 
to exercise caution when replying to ads — 
particularly those which require a credit card 
number, other personal information, or money in 
advance of the delivery of a product or service. 
Students are also urged to report to the newspaper 
any suspicious offers which they might see in an 
ad. Remember, if an offer seems too good to 
be true, it probably is. 
STATEMENT OF bPERATfONS: The George- 
Anne is the official student newspaperof Georgia 
Southern University, owned and operated by 
GSU students and utilizing the facilities provided 
by GSU.The newspaperistheoldest continuously 
d in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The 
ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or 
the individual authors and do not necessarily 
represent the views of the Student Media 
Committee, the administration, the faculty and 
staff of Georgia Southern University, Or the 
University System of Georgia. The George-Anne 
is published three times weekly during the 
academic year and five times during summers. 
Any questions regarding content should be 
directed to the editor at by phone at 912/681- 
5246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Readers may also 
send electronic messages to the newspaper 
staff by visiting our web site at http:// 
www.stp.gasou.edu. 
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I. 
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box 
8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, 
Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or 912/618- 
5418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax) 
ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse 
any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for 
reserving space and submitting advertising copy 
is Noon, one week prior to the intended publication 
date. 
For more information, rate cards, sample 
publications, contact: David Brennaman, 
Advertising Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or 
Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator, (912) 
681-0069. 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The 
newspaper makes every reasonable effort to 
present correct and complete information in 
advertisements. However, the advertiser is 
responsible for proofing the ad upon publication 
and should notify the newspaper immediately in 
the event of an error. The newspaper is not 
responsible for any errors in advertisements and 
its liability for adjustments is limited to the amount 
of space the error occupied in the ad. Further, the 
newspaper is not responsible for any damages 
caused due to an ad's omission from a particular 
edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule 
the ad in the next regular edition at the regular 
advertising rates. 
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from 
students, faculty and staff must be non- 
commercial in nature and submitted in writing, 
with the name of the sender, local address, and 
phone number. No free ads taken via telephone 
-atthis price we don't lake dictation. One free 
ad per person per week. Commercial classified 
are 20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per 
insertion. Tearsheets are S2 extra per insertion. 
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Mail 
subscriptions are not availabel at this time. 
However, readers may visit our web site for free 
access to current and past issues. Visit 
www.stp.gasou.edu. It is the goal of the 
newspaper to have its edition placed on-line 
within 24 hours of publication. Breaking news will 
be placed on-line as warranted. The George- 
Anne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia 
Southern University campus through delivery 
sites located in campus buildings, at off-campus 
sites, and in residence halls. 
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy, 
and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at 
distribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents 
each and are available at the Williams Center. 
However, unauthorized removal of additional 
copies from a distribution site constitutes theft 
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense 
pbnishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will 
seek to have any person(s) who removes more 
than the authorized number of copies from 
distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of 
the law. 
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of 
ourslogan- "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, 
Read by them All" - from Robert Williams of the 
Blackshear Times. CaTt.Bob and he can tell you 
who he stole it from originally. 
20 Announcements 
1996 BLACK Ford Explorer XLT, window/seat, 
cruise control, 6-disc CD changer, privacy glass, 
roof rack, 114,000 miles, S6,500 call (912) 541- 
0840. 
WOMEN'S EQUATOR Magna mountain bike for 
sale. Greewn and Black. Only used once or twice 
but front rim is bent. S20. Please send email to 
jannal 445@netscape.net or call Janna at 681 - 
2272 or 912-604-4678. 
FOR AFFORDABLE lawn care call Brian at 481 - 
2984. Please help a college student pay his rent. 
Thank You! 
MEN'S QUASAR mountain bike for sale. Black. 
Only used once or twice but has flat tire. Needs 
new tube. S20. Please send email to 
jannal 445@netscape.net or call Janna at 681 - 
2272 or 912-604-4678. 
MOBILE HOME for rent in quiet park 2 mile from 
GSU. S400/mo. 2br, 2ba, all appliances including 
W/D, C/H/A. Available July 1st, call 871-4292. 
40 Autos for Sale 
FOR SALE Chevrolet caprice 1991 white in color 
S4000.00 541-0441. 
1998 HONDA Accord DX 132,000 miles, cold a/ 
c, cd player, 2nd owner S1,800. Ask for Danielle 
at 871-3830. 
1994 GREEN Chevy 4dr Blazer. 4whl drive, new 
paint, pwr windows, lock, cruise. Ask Devin for 
more info 681-7372. Asking S5.000 OBO. 
1986 VOLVO 240DL,4dr, white, automatic, good 
condition, S2499. 764-4603 
50 Auto Parts, Repair 
22 INCH rims and tires for sale. $2,700. Call 842- 
5357. Serious inquiries only please. 
52 Bicycles 
FOR SALE: Sport Riderby Health Rider like new 
S85. Call 681-5014. 
90 Education 
FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of things 
to do that are educational and fun. On-line at 
http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/ 
120 Furniture & Appliances 
FOR SALE: two bedroom sets, kitchen table, 
brass lamps, and television stand. New and in 
good condition. Prices are negotiable all must 
go. Call 871-5075. 
FOR SALE: sofa and loveseat $100 OBO call 
912 681 7414. Need to get rid of fast! 
Pink Recliner for sale. Very comfortable and in 
good condition. Compartments in armrests. $35. 
Pleasesendemailtojanna1445@netscape.net 
or call Janna at 681-2272 or 912-604-4678. 
GRADUATION SALE pull-outsofa, double sized 
bed, desk, night table, dresser, VCR. All bargain 
prices for more info call Mike @ 871 -3356 before 
June 8. 
Round Kitchen Table for sale. Npo chairs 
included. Medium colored wood — oak. Good 
qualoity and in good condition. Leaf is included. 
$40 OBO. Please send email to 
jannal 445@netscape.net or call Janna at 681 - 
2272 or 912-604-4678. 
COMPUTER STAND$20; entertainmentcenter, 
$30, Call Linda 486-7285 or 764-5067 
FOR SALE: Computer desk with wood finish, 
keyboard drawer and hutch with cabinet. $65: 
Call 871-3696 for more information. 
MAYTAG WASHER and dryer set for sale: $200 
for set. Please call Amy at 764-9236 or 541- 
1484. 
140 Help Wanted 
SUMMER WORK study positions available. Must 
have work study authorization form from Financial 
Aid. Call 681-0634 to schedule an interview. 
SALES POSITIONS Available. Fast-paced 
wireless sales office needs inside and/or outside 
sales representatives. Sales skills a must. Please 
fax resumes to 681 -1498 or drop off at 604 Fair 
Road (Next to Dunkin Donuts). Alltech 
Communications, 871-7522, Attn: Betsy Given, 
office manager. 
MARKETING TEAM expanding to area seeking 
two ambitious people to train an develop. Serld 
resume with cover letter to: 
•natashadams@mailexel.com. 
160 Miscellaneous for Sale 
WEDDING GOWN, veil and full slip size 6 $450. 
Call Melinda 685-2181 or Linda 486-7285 
FOR SAEL: Comic Books and Assorted Sports 
Cards. Call 871-3696 or 536-2682: Also have a 
desk for sale. 
NEW BICYCLES7 JEWELRY, KITCHEN 
WARES, TOOLS, and much more for sale at half 
retail prices. Go to www.tobuy4less.itctv.com. 
Credit cards accepted. UPS ground delivery. 
FOR SALE Nokia 5190 Cell Phone wMCTnguiar 
prepaid service new never been used $40.00 
541-0441. 
195 Personal Electronics 
TI83 PLUS calculator for sale. Barely used $65. 
Call Rose 398-4480 cell phone. 
220 Rentals & Real Estate 
FALL SEMESTER: PARK PL^CE. 2 
BEDROOMS, 2 BATHS. $475. (500 with washer 
and dryer). Quiet, end unit. Walk-in closets, 
ceiling fans, cathedral ceiling in living room. Call 
681-4615. 
FOUR BEDROOM poolside apartment in 
Bermuda Run sublease available. $250/month 
call Amber (678) 640-1857 
SUBLEASE AN apartment for summer. Free 
cable and water. Rent is $360 per month for one 
person or $180 per month for two people. Call 
871-5439 for more info, ask for Nichole. 
AAA 
MINI-WAREHOUSES 
139 South Mains Street 
Call 764-6076 or 682-7468 
for Lowest Rates in the City 
SUMMER SUBLEASE. Garden District. Two 
bedroom Townhouse. $335 per month. Will rent 
to one or two people. Call Ashley at (229)347- 
1570. 
ROOM AVAILABLE immediately"Short and 
long term sublease possible. Furnished room. 
W/D, dishwasher, microwave, very close to 
campus, sign sublease before June 15th and get 
ROOMS & PASTURES for rent. Single 
mom with school-aged child has room 
to rent. Home atmosphere in quiet, 
country setting 3.5 miles from college. 
Must like kids and animals and must be 
trustworthy. Large room completely 
furnished. Rent includes all utilities, 
private phone, internet access, washer/ 
dryer, and several meals weekly. 
Refererences required. Prefer single 
femals but other situations will be 
considered. $350/month. Call 852-9688 
afternoons/evenings. Pasture and 
shelter available for up to two horses for 
a small fee. 
The Seasons 
APARTMENTS 
NEW LOW RATES! 
$235 • 2 Bedrooms 
Washer/Dryer in all units 
Pool, volleyball court, 
fishing lake, quiet, safe. 
819 Robin Hood Trail, #91 
Statesboro • 681-2440 
PARKER REALTY 
MARCIA L. PARKER 
ASSOCIATE BROKER 
FRANK C. PARKER 
BROKER 
32 EAST MAIN STREET 
OFFICE: 912/764-56 
•S 
23 
TATESBORO, GA 30458 
•FAX: 912/764-8360 
One and Two Bedroom Units 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
1/4 Mile from GSU Campus 
Quiet Environment 
No Pets • Flexible Leases 
Application/Deposit Required 
ONE BEDROOM $26000—$30000 
Two BEDROOM $37500—$45000 
(per month) 
fir             <s£§>            JB 
S50 in cash from me. Rent $199 per month and 
1/4 utilities. Ask for Norman at (912)681-6947. 
SUBLEASE THREE bedroom townhouse, $750 
month, one mile from campus, available August 
1 st, can be earlier if needed, daytime phone 486- 
7871, evenings, weekends 489-9002. 
RE REALTY" 
Property Management Division 
Lavinia B. Strickland 
457 South Main 
764-2511 
1 &2 Bedroom Apartments 
3&4 Bedroom Houses 
Commercial Rentals 
VARSITY LODGE apartments 1 bedroom,' 
2bathroom, and studio apartments. Self service 
laundry facilities, air conditioned, cable ready, 
internet ready, tennis courts, volleyball courts, 
swimming      pool. 681-312      or 
vlodge@frontiernet.net. 
4 BEDROOM 2 Bath house for rent. Living room 
with fireplace. New heat pump. New dishwasher. 
Nice subdivision 3 miles to campus. $800 per 
month. 912-681-0591 or 912-852-5299 
allowed in some units. Call 764-7528 or 541- 
4885. 
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS FOR "RENT: 
Many great deals on houses and apartments in 
Statesboro still available. It's not too late to find 
a fantastic two or three bedroom to rent. Comfy 
and close to Georgia Soutehrn. Call Ashlee 
Faircloth at Franklin Prudential Realty.764-1130. 
FALL ROOMMATE NEEDED. Share a trailer in 
Statesboro. $275/month. Call Desiree at 687- 
5502. 
CHEAP SUMMER sublease. Fully furnished 
room. W/D, dishwasher, and microwave 
available. Walking distance to campus. FREE 
POWER if sublease signed before May 3,2002. 
Rent $199 per month and one fourth utilities. If 
interested please call Norman at 681-6947. 
230 Roommates 
TWO ROOMMATES needed to share 3 bedroom 
house and utilities. Located at Mill Creek Landing 
subdivision. $350/month plus security 'deposti. 
Call David Shaw 706-399-0802 or 796-437-8713 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. Rent Wily 
furnished bedroom and bathroom in trailer. Five 
moinutesfrom GSU. $300/month and split utilities. 
Call 739-1347 if you are interested and wouldlike 
more details. 
GSU ROOMMATE heeded. Three bedroom 
houseonemilefrom campus. $300 month, share 
utilities, 12 month lease. Steve (912)897-3265. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for Fall. Great 2 
bedroom, 2 bath in a quiet location. $275/month. 
Includes water and lawn care. Call 481-0659. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE. Bed/bath woodlands. 
Female, rent negotiable, brand new w/d, DSL. I'll 
pay you $10(7 cash to sign 681-3260 or 
joresginny@hotmail.com. 
3BR/2BA HOME for rent in quiet country setting 
3milesfromWalMart.$700/month+$700 deposit. 
No Pets. Please Call 489-6235. 
FOR RENT by owner. Stadium Walk or Park 
Place. Two bedrooms, Washer and dryer. Pets 
GSU ROOMMATE needed. Three bedroom 
house one mile from campus. $300/month, share 
utilities. 12 month lease. Steve (912) 897-3265. 
UPCOMIGN FRES"HMAN lookingloT female 
roommate. WE have a four-bedroom apartment 
and two baths. Only $200/month plus utilities. 
Already have two roomates need one more. Call 
Grace at 706-231-8401 or email 
grace4065@hotmail.com 
ROOMMATE WANTED: House in nice 
subdivision. Private room with own entrance and 
separate BR. Washer & Dryer available for use. 
Call Linda 489-9486 
TWO ROOMMATES neded. Three bedropm 
three bath house. $300 deposit and $300/morlth 
rent plus 1/3 utilities. Very nice on two acres. Call 
Christy 839-4022 
MALE ROOMMATE needed Aug. 1. Brand new 
house at Planters Row. Rent $325 month plus1/ 
3 utilities. Call Floyd or Stephen at 681-849Q. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE for a two bedroom, ope 
bah house. Lease starts Aug. 1 at $295/month. 
Please email ashely at 
curly17_2000@hotmail.com 
$250/day potential 
Bartending 
Training provided 
1-800-293-3985, ext. 312. 
Sign on in May, 
June, or July and 
your 1st month 
rent is 99#. 
Varsity Lodge Apartments 
1 BEDROOM, 2 BEDROOM 
& STUDIO APARTMENTS 
24-hour Maintenance Service • Friendly & Helpful Staff 
Self-Serve Laundry Facilities 
Air Conditioned/ Cable Ready/ Internet Ready 
Tennis Courts-Volleyball-Swimming Pool 
E-mail: vlodge@frontiernet.net 
681-4312 
111 Rucker Ln • Across Hwy 30J At GSU Entrance 
YDArtlTm&I      fUADAfTED K UIIIUN.   CHAKAWicK 
/ 
THE DELTA CHI FRATERNITY 
Make Your Mark! 
Interested in adding more fun and ; 
excitement to your college experience? ) 
Would you like to be involved in a \ 
prestigous and meaningful organization? 
If so, then Delta Chi is for you! < 
Delta Chi Representatives will be on    \ 
campus this fall to recruit Founding Fathers 
for GSU's newest fraternity. \ 
For more information, please contact Leadership 
Consultant, Todd Levy, at (888) 827-9702 x4114 | 
or by email at ToddL@deltachi.org. 
DON'T MISS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO BUILD A 
LASTING TRADITION AT GEORGIA SOUTHERN! 
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• Brand new unfurnished apartments 
• Private 2 bedroom/2 bath 
• Walk-in closets 
• Vaulted ceilings 
• Track lighting 
• Ceiling fans 
• Private back patio 
• Designer crown molding 
• Two-tone paint 
■ Monitored instrusion alarm 
1
 Continuous high-speed internet 
access in each bedroom 
■ Clubhouse with state-of-the-art 
fitness center 
1
 Business/computer lab 
1
 Resort-style pool 
1
 Sand volleyball court 
1
 Basketball court 
All-new appliances to include: 
frost-free refrigerator with 
icemaker, dishwasher & full-size 
washer and dryer 
Ample parking 
Convenient campus access 
Planned resident activities 
Professional On-site management 
Pets welcome w/ some restrictions 
E  VIE I  *piww 
Limited Til 
100 Woodland Drive • Statesboro, GA 
Mon-Fri 8am-7pm • Sat 10am-4pm 
www.woodlandsofstatesboro.com 
(912) 681-6441 GEORGIA POWER n vouriicnN COMPANY 
Perfect for people who like to call. 
Other people. On the phone. 
C|3 ET ET   Lon£ Distance and 
Digital Roaming 
500 WHENEVER minutes™ 
UNLIMITED 
WEEKEND MINUTES 
*J -^ a month 
Global Wireless by T ■ -Mobile- 
Authorized Dealer 
@IFEe£h\ 
T    COMMUNICAT'ION~J 
1596 Chandler Road 
1912} 871-5555 
Coverage not available in all areas. Credil approval and l-year service agreement required with $200 Fee for early termination. Service agreement contains 
mandatory arbitration provision. Weekends are defined as midnight Fri. through midnight Sun. All minutes include free domestic long distance arid digital 
roaming anywhere on the GSM digital network in the United States. Free longdistance is not available for calls that require a credit card, calling card, or 
operator assistance to complete. At least 10% of the number of calls made or received must be within the customer's home VS market orVS may modify or 
tenninate the account without notice. Calls made outside of the VoiceStream digital network may not be reported to VS until the following billing cycle. Such 
calls will be counted during the billing cycle reported, which will reduce that billing cycle's total minutes available for use. Incoming and outgoing calls are 
rounded up and billed in full minute increments from the time the network begins to process the call (before the call rings or is answered) through its 
termination of the call. All allocated airtime minutes must be used in the month provided and do not carry over. Applicable taxes, assessments, roaming 
charges and tolls are additional. An activation fee will be charged for each line of service. Our digital PCS network is not compatible with AnalogTTY, which may 
delay or prevent emergency calls. Additional restrictions may apply. This is a limited-time offer and subject to change without notice. Please see your VS Service 
Agreement for all other applicable terms and conditions. VoiceStream is a registered trademark or the VoiceStream Wireless Corporation. T-Mobile is a 
registered trademark of Deutsche Telekom AG. 
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KRT Campus   f 
UP NEXT: President Bush is expected to sign into law a measure making } 
Yucca Mountain the nation's sole nuclear waste storage site. Both the I 9 
House and Senate passed resoultions on where to dispose the radioactive j 
waste, ending two decades of debate. 
Nevada's Yucca Mtn. | 
designated nation's 
nuclear waste dump :f 
KRT Campus 
WASHINGTON- The Senate 
handed President Bush and the 
nuclear industry a resounding vic- 
tory Tuesday, designating Yucca 
Mountain, a volcanic heap 100 miles 
northwest of Las Vegas, as the final 
resting place for thousands of tons of 
the nation's radioactive nuclear waste. 
The vote ended more than two 
decades of debate in Congress over 
how to dispose of spent fuel gener- 
ated by nuclear reactors and weap- 
ons plants across the country. Driven 
by an overriding impulse to rid their 
own states of radioactive nuclear 
waste, senators rejected Nevadans' 
objections to the permanent desert 
burial site. 
The crucial vote on the measure 
came on a motion to proceed to a 
final vote, which passed 60-39. The 
Senate then cast an unrecorded voice 
vote in favor of the Yucca Mountain 
site. The House of Representatives 
passed the same designation for 
Yucca in May. Bush has said he will 
sign the measure into law. 
This is one of the biggest deci- 
sions any Congress ever will make. 
The waste will remain lethal for mil- 
lions of years, and government stan- 
dards require a high probability that 
the Yucca Mountain site will be able 
to store it safely for at least 10,000 
years. 
Use of Yucca Mountain is years 
away, as the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission still must approve. The 
administration hopes to open the 
dump by 2010. 
Opponents argued that transport- 
ing spent nuclear-fuel rods by truck, 
train and barge to Nevada would 
make half of America's communities 
vulnerable to potentially devastating 
radioactive accidents or terrorist at- 
tacks. 
Supporters and the Bush admin- 
istration countered that the 131 sites 
that currently contain the highly ra- 
dioactive waste in 39 states pose an 
even greater danger. 
"We're going to rue the day that 
BUSH, FROM PAGE 1 
we authorized the movement of that 
much waste through that many states 
and neighborhoods," said Senate Ma- 
jority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D, a 
Yucca opponent. 
Yucca supporters portrayed the 
vote as crucial to the fate of nuclear 
power. 
"It has to be done," said Senate 
Minority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss. 
"If we don't take this action, we don't 
deal with it, then we're going to have 
to shut down this source of energy in 
the country, slowly but surely." 
Both sides cited the terrorist atJ 
tacks of Sept.. 11 to buttress their 
cases. Supporters argued that the sui- 
cide hijackings underscored the need 
for the United States to become en- 
ergy-independent, in part by expand- 
ing its use of nuclear power. 
Opponents said the attacks illus- 
trated what determined extremists 
could do, such as turn a nuclear waste 
shipment into the equivalent of a 
radioactive bomb. 
The debate over how to deal with 
the toxic residue of 50 years of atomic 
power created a peculiarly American 
problem, pitting one state's right to 
control its land against the federal 
government's need to resolve a na- 
tional problem. 
It also set the nuclear industry 
against an unusual alliance of envi- 
ronmentalists who have declared 
Yucca.unsafe for nuclear storage and 
Nevada casino operators, who worry 
that the site will turn away tourists. 
Despite their lobbying, environ- 
mental groups were unable to over- 
come the wariness among a handful 
of environmentally friendly Demo- 
crats about continuing to store nuclear 
waste in their states. 
"We have more nuclear power. 
more nuclear reactors and more 
nuclear waste per capita than any 
other state," Sen. Richard Durbin said 
of his state, Illinois. "So there comes 
a point where we have to say, ~Wc 
have to move it.'" 
"Look at the vote for Yucca," he 
added. "You'll find some people with 
a very strong environmental record. 
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plunged 178.81 points Tuesday 
to close at 9096.09, down 1.9 percent 
for the day. Other stock indices suf- 
fered similar drops. 
Bush has been under heavy po- 
litical fire from Democrats in Con- 
gress eager to link the business scan- 
dals to a president they denounce as 
too cozy with corporate America. 
With Bush's approval ratings sky- 
high ever since Sept. 11, Democrats 
have been desperate to find an issue 
that might help them in November's 
congressional elections. 
Bush asked Congress to double to 
10 years the maximum prison term 
for those convicted of wire and mail 
fraud _ charges often used against 
corporate crime. He also sought 
tougher enforcement of securities 
laws and more rigorous oversight of 
executives by corporate boards with 
greater independence. He also asked 
Congress to appropriate an extra $ 100 
million to the SEC next year. 
The president said corporate of- 
ficers who benefit from false account- 
ing should lose those earnings. He 
said the SEC should be able to ban 
corporate leaders convicted of crimes 
from ever serving again as directors 
or officers of publicly held compa- 
nies. And he urged corporations to 
more clearly disclose _ "in plain 
English" _ the compensation pack- 
ages of their chief executives. <| 
Bush stopped short of endorsing 
legislation sponsored by Sen. Paul 
Sarbanes, D-Md., and championed 
by Democrats and many Republi- 
cans as a strong reform. It is expected 
to pass the Senate easily within days. 
That bill would create an inde- 
pendent board to oversee accounting 
firms and. would restrict their con- 
sulting work for companies that they ' 
audit. 
On Capitol Hill, reaction to the 
president's speech fell along party 
lines. 
"So far, the administration's ap- 
proach has been a familiar strategy: • 
Use harsh rhetoric to condemn 
wrongdoers while delaying and wa- 
tering down whatever reforms 'might 
come out of Congress," said House 
Minority Leader Richard Gephardt. 
D-Mo. 
Sen. Phil Gramm, member of the ' 
banking committee,   said: "1 think 
it's clear that no matter what the 
president says, the Democrats have * 
decided to try to make this a partisan 
political issue." 
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